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Skip My Wife Category Content: Adult Story Saturday afternoon silent, sitting next to a black HP laptop 16 game old game trailer Shogun: total battle. The library is pretty empty today, tomorrow's Sunday. People are worried about going out, where [...] Likes to Install... Introduction: -Anti-copy code,
beautiful interface, detailed system, high viewing volume -Medium good translation quality -Post translations ss a good address for editing/translated stories with Greenrosetq -Easy story submission program has 2 follow-up. Diendanlequydon.com: -The story is very, the top golden bottom dandruff is all
there. -Uneven quality should be a good edit, sometimes sketchy -Large editorials are a large and long-term community of strength, dilb. -Some VIP stories need to accumulate points -Forum small stories 10c translation advocates are not very famous to prevent the author from being cut because of
publishing stories, sometimes the story also has H text.  3. Quang Hang About Palace: -Group of Eastern editors, also quite a lot of projects, long-standing website. -Edit stories, collect collections and ebooks ... -Anti-copy code, VIP stories, VIP ebooks score is collected, some stories that sound at home. -
Personally, I find the source of editing over a long period of time, the ebook is quite slow, the quality is irregular, there are also many texts ... 4. Full Vu Moon Long Introduced: -The story is extremely large here, many episodes, almost a thousand episodes, preferring female power, character status
selective -Post story calendar is clear, very easy to follow, often after it doesn't fall constantly -Edit selective so most of the stories are quite good Highlights: Pre-marriage, Single, Unique Woman, Far Ancient Medicine, African Goddess, Queen' Heavenly, African Emperor, African Emperor and Great
Ministries like Deha's Blessing,... a bit of discerning readers and perseverance to see them all. 5. Bam House Introduction: -Beautiful interface, shared home of Anne Kiraz and members -Story not so much, still quite young 6. Greenhouse Introduction: -Edit stories are there, there are also translation
stories -Simple interface is easy to use -At the moment the resources are quite many, complete, even more translated but mostly quite well loaded. Highlights: [currently unknown, we expect you to nominate] 7. Fairy Tale Introduction: -Relative scale, stories quite a lot, regular updates - the host is quite
focused on the topic right, sometimes make pics and put highlights on the pass: Coaching Team, Van Trung Ca,... B. PERSONAL WORDPRESS AND CONGRESS GROUP: -This group has personal preferences or is nominated by friends -Equivalent to group B1 below -Continuously varying from B to B1
depending on business status and competitiveness Introduction: -Quite a lot of stories as well as ongoing projects -Enjoy the appearance and poster of the group -Good editing, as well as the voice of cats as well as important members: Back to 17 years old, Coffin Shop West Street Rice Slip, General 14
years old,... 2. Check-in Time: -Very selected stories, good deeds -Works are mostly good, not many. -Regular updates Highlights: fiction Ding Clothing, Temperature, Green Flowers forbidden Love, World II etc 3. Dam Love Introduction: -Mostly posted stories of their kind (not sure) or collection. -Edit
story is not much, there are no extraordinary stories other than Minister 4 of Ao. Princess Paper Towel Introduction: -Good edit quality, selective project. -The owner of the blog is very difficult and strongly reacting to the problem of theft, many rules about comments, most stories pass and so do not share
the transition so I do not come to read. It seems so tight that the overall mentality is uncomfortable, so this site is mostly for old bosses! - Old stories and one or two new stories are still public. Highlights: Thirteen spring stories,... 5. Translation Association Introduction: -Very high quality, enthusiastic and
invested in products -While doing selective project -Regular Update -Cute ^^ Highlights friendly to hosts and accomplices: Trong Tu, Idiot in the village, queen queen, animal,... 6. Mesmerizing Handsome Group Introduction: -Full stories have quite a lot, relatively selective projects (especially full of
documents) - Smooth style, investment -Friendly with readers of relaxed and pleasant style Extraordinary: Marriage War, American Price, Mulberry Rules, Army, ... 7. Introduction Letter: -The host only makes stories, the style is quite good -The project is relatively selective and has many full stories -
Update highlights relatively often: Husband fool, Hai Duong Prince, Pearl wife love, told ... 8. Moon Radio Introduction: -The story fills the text here and is quite kind -Very full story but despite the host Digging many holes for a while, then this opened a new one. I like it! -Quality get important points can be
reliable: Grand House house small prince, Umut Jiang nam, Lin Jiang tien,... According to B1. GROUP 5 STAR Congress: -Mid-Fair popularity above -3 million hits or more than 1000 followers -There are about 5 full stories, including at least 1 set of highlights -Continuous regular activity Note: conventions
have relatively .... Lazy Queen Y Nhan, quite well edited quality] [This house loves illusion, most of the work is imaginary] B2. GROUP 3 STAR Contract: -Average popularity -1-3 million hits or 500 followers or more -5 full stories or 1-2 extraordinary stories -Relatively continuous activity Note: Congress
has relatively [It should be 2 stars but I didn't set up I need to bring 3 stars. The host does not only have 1 project at a time, the arrangement is extremely standard, loves the style, fills the letters] [very clear post calendar, a few hundred sections, very good sound] edit B3. GROUP 1 STAR CONTRACT: -
Newly established, beginner, or little known -Number of hits less than 1 million -Small data, 1-2 stories are not many episodes, most of them are doing projects Note: Contracts are relatively [ C. DECOMMISSIONED GROUP Contract: -The host left the game -Having a few unfinished stories or held a full
story -Used to be quite famous - was followed by another house after it fell. STILL Deep Blue Domain Author UPDATE: Tran Hoai Duong Sink in My Memory. My mother was taking my sisters to the field one afternoon. Where were you going that day? I don't remember anymore. Just remember, on a very
beautiful afternoon, the dragonfly flew through the sky ... How many of us will have similar experiences of childhood memories, I don't remember exactly where to go, what I want to do, just the beauty of memory deep in our hearts. With the departure of Deep Blue Thien and his family, Bac Giang opens to
go to school, from his home in Hanoi, far away, ready to open a new silhouette to him on the train. Don't use too many pens for condolence sadness, instead, the first person is also working in joy on the first day of peace, using children's eyes to paint the picture full of life directly with the writer brass
tarpaulin scene for Thien, with storytelling. So, I hope to use this article to capture the beauty that feel the most idyllic beauty of life that is hard to live today in the rush of work, life. My personality is quite similar to Good, perhaps that's why Bao is drawn by brave fun, from the first moment this boy
appears. Bright smile, the kind of overconstitions you can easily find in children with an outside personality, and the rare moments of shyness that he discovered that Tin was also present, left me with a lot of sympathy. Bao is very active and active, we have always talked about the group the most, mixing
all kinds of jokes for everyone around. Bao da good, man, it means a lot if you run out of ink to protect it. With me, wherever I go. But what attracts me most in this character is the spirit of optimism and love of homeland. While the head door of the village is very majestic, the homeland in the eyes of the
child is beautiful and special, it is a small primitive village gate covered with moss; Interesting in his story that even though the river is almost just a small stream, two people on one side who talk about the river in normal volume are unharmed ... Bao is clearly the mirror of each and every one of us. The
homeland included only two words of love. Homeland is not special because of its specialties or land reputation, because it is unique in that it is associated with each person's childhood memories. He regrets that he wasn't chosen as the capital of his hometown, regrets breaking his bowels, but for a while
he was quietly amused because he was famous enough, talking a little lower than the realm of fear. Reflection, I must admit that today the children destroy all such optimism and self-comfort. I am a child of Saigon land, there is no opportunity to see areas like bao, sedine of hay, rice or buffalo, my
memory is a place of a lot of narrow streets in the city, common to each other, very high density of residents, going from one end and then somehow going out of the house at a different end. mileage, and I squiaked once necessary to avoid only the summer sun on these streets; A simple entertainment
complex near the house 20 years ago is now home to a high-rise apartment building; there is less room to see the city where I live, blue skies and white clouds; The low-dimensional Calmette Bridge, filled with oyster vendors, has become both a tall and six-turn bridge; The city is thriving, the country is
growing, but the biggest park near the house used to be smaller, and I never expected it to lose more than thirty minutes to find its way home, right where I grew up. I don't know if the Bao of the past has seen his hometown grow. How's that going to work? I really, really want to be comforted by this child's
optimism ... Bao is also the most carefree boy I've noticed in the whole story, although he had a very glorious time when he wished he had been born before, walked with the team, went to the battlefield to kill the invaders, saved his country. At the same time, she is also the most beautiful child in a good
mother's love, when Thien Bao heard her at school, hostel, the smallest things, for the first time in this book, telling her what happened when I shed tears with Thien. No one's life is easy, when I was a kid, my parents tried to live by mistake, my house wasn't spreading a lazy atmosphere like Good House,
but maybe because of personality, everyone at home said less, it couldn't be me more, my mother didn't have a habit of secrets. The time to communicate with my family is so low that I only know how to take care of myself, not bothering adults is the best way to express love to them. When Thien thought
that my mother was like this, my tears came out of the sudden, and every detail that followed the application for that promise was completely in the data. I admire Bao very much, as well as admiring every child who can do the stupidest things with his mother, as watching the clouds drift, flowers flowers, or
fallen leaves ... The second beautiful image that saved the impression in me is of The Good Tangerine's mother pushing all three children into the sewers, and suddenly a plane glides over the Old Lady's head and she sits outside the manhole. Yes, the mother is always very noble, when danger arises,
there is no need to think, the safety of children is always the highest. The Thien boy certainly carries some personality from writer Tran Hoai Duong, so saying for Hoai's Thien: Van Anh is ready for a very clear atmosphere ... He accidentally matched this job. I don't know if it's because of life and people in
the past or because of the author's honest eyes, his pure spirit, but throughout the work, everyone is kind and kind. From Mrs. Late, Mr. Nhu, Mr. Tin, Ms. Kim, Ms. Thuong, even her stepmother, or Ms. Tho, the only person described by the author as too noisy, too bad, is also a kind person, because she
just wanted to protect her grandchildren, she was protecting her grandchildren. Mr. Tho uses all the soybeans, the only green beans left to cook for his nephew Thien to eat. Mr. Luen used his entire body to protect Thien in the leak lab under heavy rain and wind. Mr. Tin's wife, even the behavior of women
in the old days is very different now. I remember Thien helping the son of Mr. Tin's child's child, accidentally scaring the boy, and there was a moment for him to stop breathing. The baby's mother, Mrs An, did not shout at Thien for seeing the child without blood drops on her face, but reassured her until
she was little a few days later. Today, adults can easily get angry at beating young children because they accidentally fell into a cup... Life is so miserable, but why is it so instilled in human love everywhere, each of them seems extremely small to them, accidentally waving me the piano, loving beloved
gestures that the elderly have for children. Unlike today, life is almost full, living conditions are better, but living on the same floor in the apartment, two adjoining houses are unlikely to be spoken in ten sentences together for a year. I've always wondered what alienizes people's relationships. Materials or
technology? I thought maybe it was the people themselves. The only very unrealistic line of the Nhu character says: I wish my brothers' circumstances weren't too difficult, don't worry too much about earning a living. I desire moments of peace like this. Do people work hard every day and put their heads
forward because they want a better life? No, no, no, no, no, no, no, The hearts of most people living in this world, especially people who have experienced turmoil, probably want to be peaceful, happy, happy. I believe they're chasing people. Nhu is a special character, you look a lot like my second
brother. Filial, responsible. But from my mind, I want to keep this feeling alone, celebrating with you, nostalgia for my brother, perhaps carefully should be hidden in my mind ... As for The Good Boy, the work detailed the image of a good boy, his gentle salary. Thien my impression is quite a lot, but the
most beautiful image is probably the most idyllic detail, when Thien and Bao fish, catch frogs, this thought is good enough, this compassion is to touch me. That boy's very good heart reminds me of an incident that took place during my visit to Taiwan. This April day, smooth white flowers flower in the
mountains, smooth lilies are very strange, after flowering they will leave the branches and fall to the ground. There was a five-year-old boy managed by his mother at the time, when the mother pulled over to chat with another person after she took her child to the bottom of the tree. The child is happy and
smiles extremely much as he stands in the middle of a rain of flowers, but when everything is quiet, the child wants to go back to his mother, suddenly confused and helpless because he finds himself in the middle of the slippery sea of locked flowers, his face like crying and just called Mother Anne, what
will she do? Said. The mother who heard the call, Stupid, came here to tell her to come, but the child still only knew how to call her mother, luckily a man came to tell her that your child is honest, does not call flowers, then should not hurt any life growing up. The mother then understood and went to make
way for her child. I was just awake and screaming deeply. The child's impatience for beauty has now become increasingly easy to find in modern education. At the beginning of the Three Menstral Expenses humanity says goodness, goodness is the existing virtue of every human being, but if it is not
taught and preserved, even if the noble nature will be naturally eroded and buried. To see, we adults need to learn children from time to time, do not forget the pure spirit against beauty. And Trang Tu said, heaven and I'm beautiful. Heaven and Earth work according to a great rule, but the heavens and
the earth say nothing, nature or fake no, which is more unsomed, but no day is lazy nature. A flower that looks fragile thin, even flowers that bloom in just one day, but all the flowers have experienced more than 300 million years of nature's trials, the new evolution to survive to this day, every shape, flower
color, effort to fight in silencesembolize? My teacher said when you don't know what to do, look at a wedch and you'll understand naturally. Buddha Ca med linh Tu Son also held a flower to look at for a long time, did not say a word, mahayi's great disciples smiled and understood the idea, Buddha reed
also became the first Zen master we knew. From there, we can see that wisdom in life comes from the eyes that know how to perceive beauty, from the spirit that recognizes beauty. I mean, I'm actually like a good kid, but, Thien is better than me, she taught me a lesson, that everything that happens in
life should only happen now, god is respectable when it comes to 'something', it's still unclear, I don't dare overthink it. Just know how to live, to live fully, to live with all your passion, to desire... While he was still an elementary school student. Today, living in a lot of haste, without many regrets, I also make
mistakes that I don't know how to save so far, but goodness, or thanks to the words that the author touched but touched, in other words, I understand how to know how to go down this path. I have always believed that Children's Literature is not only for children, for all ages, there are adults who do not
pass at this stage, and accidentally forget a memory te, wait for when it woke up, remember the original goal and ambition, and then you can't help laughing, or find the courage to keep moving forward? Literature shouldn't just be a business tool, it should be something that helps you The expression is
that the author is an artist with sophisticated eyes who knows how to detect beauty, draw words, use this beauty and send it to every person who wants to seek soulless. This year our world is sick, the Covid pandemic is causing us to relax temporarily, but from a different point of view, nature wants us to
learn to sit next to our families, to sit next to ourselves. I don't know where the future of life will lead children to the story, whether they realize their dreams or not, but I believe they will definitely try to live positively, like Thien or writer Tran Hoai Duong and many other writers. Even years passed, it lasted
forever. All the noises around me went away at first. His eyes suddenly shook, his legs suddenly took a step forward, then gradually retreated, but his eyes were still followed by Quan Careful Du. Ly Y is waiting for his opinion. Quan Careful Du understands that if we leave, the enemy will definitely not be
disturbed. But looking at ly Y's appearance, I don't know what challenges have been faced since the last date, if I ignore it, the other girl will sometimes be dethuer from here? Just unite, very stupid, knowing how to live ... The girl on the other side of the road, who didn't expect all the questions in Quan
Careful Du's heart to be answered, got on the crossing line with incredible speed and runs this way. - The thing is, there's a red light! Read on No more Ly Y does not leave by the main door, which does not mean that she did not work to go this way, after all, no matter what, the consciousness of the
outside world is missing, she also knows that the window is the thief's hallway, but she quietly looked at the quan Careful Du door lock for a few seconds, eventually having to choose the window aisle. At .m 06:30, the streets of Lam Thanh are basically still very quiet, the bed's communication permit,
nightlife soon unraveled, people who stayed earlier than chicken crowed the dream. breakfast business uncles. Shen Ly Y gently pressed on her stomach, her eyes shed an intimate appreciation. He's a good man. Finally, Quan Careful Du decided to bring her home. While holding the standing girl, Quan
Careful Du found the enemy slightly higher than her, fortunately not heavy, not far from here home, otherwise she thinks she will stop on her way back. Every three steps to rest for a while, finally getting into the elevator, after clicking on the number 6, Quan Careful Du regretted. Try asking if your mind is a
problem, why take people to go home, why not go to the police, is it simpler? Continue Reading Night ok cold wind, night arson murder. It's late at night. Only a few places in the neighborhood still lit up, houses almost got on blankets. I don't understand why streetlights in the area were damaged today,
management didn't have time for people to come to its place, so it's dark that this trip is spreading out and I can't see five fingers. Line - Line - Read On
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